
Sample Project Syllabus: Collaborative Soundwalking 

Session 1  
o Outline of the course. 
o Terminology and basic concepts: sound art, soundscape, acoustic space? 
o 3 listening exercises : 1. Collective Hum 2. Blind / fold 3. Echo Location 
o Discussion of experience and select readings - Soundwalking. 
o Proposal Assignment: Planning an arts / sound intervention 

Session 2 
o Fieldwork 1.: exploring acoustic sites, mapping the route, exploratory recording techniques.  
o Intro to documentation techniques (arts-based research): sound journal, mapping, recording 

logs, visual material (photo, film, drawing, sculpture, narrative, poetry, graphic novella, painting, 
mapping, animation, etc.), blog or portfolio, historical-cultural research plan, self-location. 

Session 3 
o Fieldwork 2. individual exploration of sites, plan and materials, formulation of a research 

question or manifesto. 
o Select readings from Core Texts (individually assigned), written response and discussion. 

Session 4 
o Individual proposal presentations and group critique. 
o Lecture: Theory in Practice - Close reading and creative reading in context.  
o In class readings - select readings from Critical Enhancement 
o Written assignment: Theorizing Intervention 

 
Some Readings:  
 
About Soundwalking 
WFAE Mexico City Soundwalk - Hildegard Westerkamp - 
Soundwalking  - Andra McCartney 
 
Core Texts  
The Auditory Culture Reader,  Bull, M., and Les Back (Ed.) 
Sounding Out the City: Personal Stereos and the Management of Everyday Life, Michael Bull 
Spaces Speak: Are You Listening,  Blesser, B., & Salter, L.-R. 
Noise, Water, Meat: A History of Sound in the Arts, Kahn, D.  
The Soundscape, R. Murray Schafer 
Acoustic Communication, Barry Truax 
 
Critical Enhancement (Excerpts and Close Readings) 
Acoustic Space: Explorations in Communication, Marshal McLuhan   
Aracades Project , Walter Benjamin    
The Poetics of Space, G. Bachelard.   
The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau 
The Production of Space, Henry Lefebvre  
Key Thinkers on Space and Place, Hubbard, P. 
 
  

http://wfae.proscenia.net/library/newsarchive/2009/03_may_june/papers/2_westerkamp/westerkamp.htm
http://www.andrasound.org/archive/soundwalks_andrasound.pdf


Mentoring Artists  
 
Profile:  
Michal Kindernay, MFA,  
Academy of Film (FAMU), Prague 
 
Recently, in my art works, sound now emerges to the foreground. It is 
happening fluently and unobtrusively as the works intensify in 
concentration and experientially expressive qualities. Not only are the 
images morphing regarding coloration, duration, design, composition and 
montage, sound is gaining clarity and strength in the works and the 
realization fully of impressions and content. In this way, sound colors and 
spatializes my works to a greater degree -- and images are retreating to 
symbiotic and complementary aspects. For the first time, I appreciate the 
importance in sound scapes and sonic experience. Thank to the experience 
of soundwalks and sound art practices instigated by Andrea Dancer, I now 
engage in a deeper level in interpretation and experiencing sound. The live 
processing of sound (sound as lived experience) follows a non linear 
approach to art making and  presentation. Based in my previous video 
works (including autonomous and non linear systems, built cameras and 
other devices with real time ecological focus), I'm now pursuing similar 
causal effects in sound: imagistic sounds and sound visualizations. 
Moreover, sound is particular in its capacity to build living space. Facilitating 
sensitive encounters between sound and image, it is possible to glimpse a 
differently ordered immediate expression with immersive and spatial 
qualities bringing a heightened awareness to human activity in this pivotal 
era. And this is the artistic aspiration I seek toward a significant and 
sophisticated intermedia practice. 
 
See video at Artycok Tv.   
 
 
 

http://artycok.tv/lang/en-us/8284/michal-kindernay-guy-van-belle#more-8284

